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Run 1 data of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) contain excessive events in the same-sign dilepton
channel with b-jets and missing transverse energy (MET), which were observed by five separate analyses
from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. We show that these events could be explained by direct
production of top squarks in supersymmetry. In particular, a right-handed top squark with a mass of
550 GeV decaying into 2 t quarks, 2 W bosons, and MET could fit the observed excess without being
constrained by other direct search limits from Run 1. We propose kinematic cuts at 13 TeV to enhance the
top squark signal, and estimate that top squarks could be discovered with 40 fb−1 of integrated luminosity
at Run 2 of the LHC, when considering only the statistical uncertainty.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.075035 PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 14.80.Ly
I. INTRODUCTION
Run 1 of the LHC culminated in the discovery of the
Higgs boson at 125 GeV. The initial indication of an excess
in the diphoton channel by both the ATLAS and the
CMS collaborations in December 2011 [1,2] set the stage
for the celebrated announcement in July 2012 [3,4]. After
the Higgs discovery, the most important question is,
naturally, where is the new physics beyond the Standard
Model (SM)?
In this work we report on an excess of events in the same-
sign dilepton (SS2l) channel with b-jets and missing
transverse energy (MET) that were observed by five
analyses from ATLAS and CMS using Run 1 data.
These analyses are summarized below:
(i) CMS SS2l SUSY search [5]: This is a cut-and-
count analysis. In the signal region “SR24,”
defined as SS2l, Nb-jets ≥ 2, Njets ≥ 4, EmissT ∈
½50; 120 GeV, and HT ≥ 400 GeV, the expected
number of events is 4.4 1.7, in the region of
plT ≥ 10 GeV, and 2.8 1.2 in the region of
plT ≥ 20 GeV. The observed numbers of events
are 11 and 7, respectively. No p-value is given.
(ii) ATLAS SS2l SUSY search [6]: This is a cut-and-
count analysis. In the signal region “SR1b,” defined
as SS2l, Nb-jets ∈ ½1; 2, Njets ≥ 3, EmissT ≥ 150GeV,
mT ≥ 100GeV and meff ≥700GeV, the number of
expected background events is 4.7 2.1 while the
observed number of events is 10. The p-value
is 0.07.
(iii) CMS SS2l ttH search [7]: This is a multivariate
analysis based on the boosted decision tree (BDT).
The SS2l signal region is defined as SS2l
with pT ≥ 20 GeV, Njets ≥ 4 and Nb-jets ≥ 1 with
pT ≥ 25 GeV. The best-fit signal strength μ, in units
of the SM ttH signal strength, is 5.3þ2.1−1.8 .
(iv) ATLAS SS2l exotica search [8]: This is a cut-
and-count analysis. The SRVLQ6/SR4t3 signal
region requires SS2l with possible additional
leptons, Njets ≥ 2, Nb-jets ¼ 2, HT ≥ 700 GeV and
EmissT ≥ 100 GeV. The expected number of events is
4.3 1.1 1.1 and the observed number is 12. The
p-value is 0.029.
(v) ATLAS SS2l ttH search [9]: This is a cut-and-count
analysis. The 2l0τhad category requires SS2l with
pT ≥ 25ð20Þ GeV for the (sub)leading lepton and at
least four reconstructed jets, at least one of which
must be b-tagged. The observed signal strength
is μ ¼ 2.8þ2.1−1.9 .
What emerges from these observations is that there is a
mild excess in the SS2l channel with b-jets and MET in the
LHC Run 1 data. While it is difficult to estimate the overall
significance of the excess, and the SUSY search excesses
are in different MET regions, it is worth noting that the
CMS ttH search and the ATLAS exotica search both
reported a significance of 2σ level or higher.
In what follows we will assume that the SS2l excess is
due to physics beyond the SM and investigate scenarios
which could potentially explain the excess. For simplicity
we choose to base our simulations on the CMS SS2l ttH
search in Ref. [7], which provides a best-fit signal strength.
Specifically, we will normalize the signal strength in our
new physics benchmarks to the SM ttH signal strength in
this analysis. We anticipate that some, although not all, of
the systematic uncertainties would cancel in this procedure.
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II. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION
The excess in the SS2l channel can be broadly char-
acterized as
2tþ 2W þ X ð1Þ
where X contains additional particles. If X ¼ MET, then
the final state contains two b-jets exclusively. One canoni-
cal example is pair production of new heavy particles
decaying into a top quark, a W boson, and MET.
It is worth stressing that the assumption of X ¼ MET
could be relaxed. For example, X could contain, in addition
to MET, accompanying visible particles such as b-jets,
giving rise to final states with three or more b-jets. One
possibility would be the production of four top quarks.
In this work we will adopt the simplifying hypothesis
that X ¼ MET and focus on new physics contributing to
the final states
2tþ 2W þMET; ð2Þ
leaving the more complicated scenarios for future work.
While MET is normally attributed to the existence of a
stable neutral particle, there could be accompanying soft,
and possibly charged, particles that also escape detection.
This is the scenario that we will employ in the case of top
squark decays in supersymmetry.
One possibility to explain the SS2l excess, without
invoking the existence of new particles, is that the excess
could be due to a modified Higgs coupling to the SM top
quark, resulting in an enhanced ttðH → multileptonsÞ
production. There are two potential problems with this
scenario: (1) Run 1 analyses do not exhibit similar enhance-
ment in the ttðH → bb¯Þ channel [7,10], although the
present uncertainty is quite large and an enhancement in
the bb¯ channel cannot be excluded with confidence yet, and
(2) the gluon fusion production of the Higgs would need to
be enhanced at a similar level as the ttH enhancement, since
in the SM the gluon fusion process is directly proportional
to the top Yukawa coupling. Again this does not seem to be
supported by global fits of Higgs data in Run 1 [11,12].
Therefore, we will pursue the possibility that the SS2l
excess is due to pair production of new colored particles,
which proceeds through an identical decay chain.
Postulating the existence of a stable neutral particle N,
of arbitrary spin, the electric charge of the new particle
could be classified. In all cases, the new colored particles
could be a scalar, a fermion, or a vector boson, depending
on the spin of N. The possibilities are
(i) A charge-(−1=3) new particle B → tþW− þ N. A
scalar example would be the bottom squark (sbot-
tom) ~b in supersymmetry decaying into tþ ð~χ−1 →
W− ~χ01Þ [5,6]. B could also be a vectorlike fermion
decaying into tþ ðW−H → W− þ AHÞ as in littlest
Higgs theories with T-parity [13], where WH is a
heavy cousin of the W boson and AH is the lightest
T-odd particle.
(ii) A charge-(þ2=3) new particle T → tþW þ C∓,
where C is a heavy charged particle that is nearly
degenerate with N and subsequently decays into
N þ soft charged particles. In this case C will
manifest itself as MET in the detector. This case will
be discussed in detail in the next section.
(iii) A charge-(þ5=3) new particle X5=3 → tþWþ þ N.
One closely related example in the literature is the
charge-(þ5=3) X5=3 fermion in composite Higgs
models, which decays into tþWþ [14]. However, in
this case the MET arises solely from the neutrino in
the W decay.
For all possible spin quantum numbers of the new
particles involved, one could construct “simplified models”
where the decay branching ratio (BR) into the desired final
states is 100%. In a complete model, however, this is
sometimes difficult to achieve. For example, the sbottom in
supersymmetry has two possible decay channels:
~b → tþ ~χ−1 → tþ ðW− þ ~χ01Þ;
~b → bþ ~χ01:
Only the former gives the SS2l signature, which comes
from the left-handed component of ~b. While the desired
channel can be made to dominate in the case of Higgsino-
like ~χ1 and binolike ~χ
0
1, the decays of the ~tL must then also
be considered. The left-handed top squark would prefer-
entially decay to neutral Higgsinos, which would then
decay to the ~χ01. The spectrum would give additional top
pair production, and for sufficiently small mass splittings
the Higgsino decays would produce off-shell Z bosons,
leading to an edge in the dilepton mass distribution that
would be smaller than that observed by CMS [15]. Such a
case is beyond the scope of this work, but would be
interesting to study further. In what follows we will
consider a realistic model of right-handed top squark
decays in supersymmetry, where the branching fraction
into the SS2l final state can be very significant without
additional complications.
III. A REALISTIC MODEL: THE TOP SQUARK
In supersymmetry, top squarks are particularly important
because of their roles in raising the tree-level mass of the
lightest CP-even Higgs as well as stabilizing the Higgs
mass. (See, for example, Ref. [16] and references therein.)
Here, we outline a viable scenario in the MSSM through
which top squark pair production can produce extra SS2l
events without being constrained by existing experimental
searches. Given the signature outlined for a charge-(þ2=3)
particle T in the previous section, we will consider the
following decay chain
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~tR → tþ ~B → tþ ð ~W þW∓Þ ð3Þ
where ~tR is the right-handed top squark, ~B is the bino and
~W is the charged wino. In particular we assume that the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the neutral wino,
which is nearly degenerate with the ~W in mass. The
charged wino will then decay into the LSP and soft charged
particles, resulting in MET in the collider detector. In terms
of mass eigenstates, the decay BR of the lightest top squark
(~t1) into top þ second neutralino (~χ02) can be quite large as
long as ~t1 is mostly right handed and ~χ02 is binolike. Decays
of ~χ02 into the winolike ~χ

1 and W
∓ can also be dominant if
m~χ0
2
−m~χ0
1
< mH ¼ 125 GeV, so as to suppress the decay
~χ02 → ~χ
0
1 þH.
Given these considerations, we choose the following
spectrum in the MSSM:
(i) A right-handed ~t1 with mass 550 GeV.
(ii) A binolike ~χ02 with mass 340 GeV.
(iii) Winolike ~χ1 and ~χ
0
1 with nearly degenerate mass
260 GeV.
All other superpartners can be heavier than 1 TeV and
decouple from the effective theory at the weak scale. The
top squark then decays as shown in Eq. (3). We note that
there are no dedicated searches for top squarks in this
particular channel giving rise to the SS2l excess. However,
the same final states have been looked for in the context of
sbottom searches. One example is SUSY searches in three
leptons and at least one b-jet in Ref. [17]. The limit, how-
ever, disappears when m~χ0
1
≳ 240 GeV for m~χ
1
=m~χ0
2
≤ 0.8,
thus motivating our choice of 260 GeV mass for the LSP.
The bino mass is chosen so that the wino-bino mass
difference is smaller than the Higgs mass in order to
suppress the bino decays into ~χ01 þH. With these choices,
other searches for 0 or 1 lepton, (b-)jets and MET are not
expected to constrain our spectrum. We note that heavy
left-handed top squarks, with soft SUSY-breaking masses
of several TeV and similarly sized A-terms, can provide
sufficient corrections to reproduce the 125 GeV Higgs mass
without affecting the low energy spectrum we consider.
Disappearing track searches can in principle probe the
winolike ~χ1 , but current bounds can be easily evaded. For
our 260 GeV mass choice in the pure wino limit, the mass
splitting between the ~χ1 and ~χ
0
1 is roughly 160 MeV [18],
which is near the current CMS limit [19]. However, a
small amount of Higgsino mixing can significantly
increase the mass splitting. For the physical masses above
with μ ¼ 1 TeV, SOFTSUSY [20] predicts a ~χ1 − ~χ01 split-
ting of 240 MeV, more than enough to avoid the
disappearing track bound, and SDECAY [21] gives
BRð~t1 → tþ ~χ02Þ ¼ 93%. For simplicity, in what follows
we assume that all branching ratios are 100%.
We simulate top squark pair production events for
the spectrum above, as well as SM ttH, using
+MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+ [22], Pythia 6.4 [23] and
Delphes 3 [24] with anti-kT jet clustering using FastJet
[25,26]. Throughout, we normalize to cross sections from
Ref. [27] and Refs. [28,29] for SM ttH and for direct top
squark productions, respectively. We perform a cut-and-
count simplification of the CMS ttH analysis, by imple-
menting the signal selection cuts of the SS2l search region
in Ref. [7] without modeling the BDTanalysis. We find that
the top squark signal yield, in units of the SM ttH
expectation, is μ~tð8 TeVÞ ¼ 1.83, giving rise to a total
signal strength
μð8 TeVÞ ¼ 2.83; ð4Þ
after adding in the SM ttH contribution. This value is about
1.5σ below the CMS central value [7] and in nearly perfect
agreement with the ATLAS central value [9].
Since the CMS and ATLAS ttH analyses also provided a
best-fit signal strength in the trilepton (3l) category, as a
check for the top squark scenario we implemented the
selection cuts of the CMS ttH 3l analysis in Ref. [7] and
found the signal strength to be
μ3lð8 TeVÞ ¼ 2.1; ð5Þ
again in good agreement with the ATLAS and CMS 3l
signal fits, which are 2.8þ2.2−1.8 [9] and 3.1
þ2.4
−2.0 [7], respec-
tively. There is also the 4l category which has a rather large
uncertainty and is not considered here.
IV. RUN 2 PROJECTIONS
We now turn to the prospect of observing the SS2l
excess at the LHC Run 2. The first important observation is
that the cross sections for the ttH and the direct top squark
productions increase at different rates in going from 8 TeV
to 13 TeV, as can be seen in Table I. In addition, the
dominant background in the SM comes from ttV produc-
tions, where V ¼ W=Z=γ. All three processes are pro-
duced through the gluon initial states; therefore we expect
the heaviest final state to gain the most in going from 8 TeV
to 13 TeV. In other words, the increase in the rate for top
squark production would be larger than the ttH production,
which in turn would outgrow the dominant SM back-
ground. As a result, if the SS2l excessive events are due to
top squark production, the enhancement relative to the SM
ttH signal strength in the SS2l category should grow in
going from 8 TeV to 13 TeV. Indeed, using the same
selection cuts as in 8 TeV, we find the top squark
TABLE I. SM ttH [27] and direct top squark production cross
sections [28,29].
σ (8 TeV) σ (13 TeV) Ratio (13 TeV=8 TeV)
σðpp → ttHÞ 129 fb 509 fb 3.9
σðpp → ~t1~t1Þ 45 fb 296 fb 6.6
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benchmark gives μ~tð13 TeVÞ ¼ 2.69 and hence the total
signal yields
μð13 TeVÞ ¼ 3.69; ð6Þ
relative to the SM ttH signal strength.
In addition to this enhanced signal yield, some kinematic
distributions of the decay products are different between
ttH and top squark production. In Fig. 1 we show
distributions of the MET (EmissT ) and the pseudorapidity
of the b-jets (ηb) at the 13 TeV LHC. (Distributions at the
8 TeV LHC look similar.) As expected, the HT distribution
from top squark pair production extends further out than
that for ttH. Also, even though our top squark spectrum is
somewhat compressed, the top squark events tend to have
more missing energy than those from ttH. Finally, we note
that in the top squark events, the b-jets are more centrally
produced. This is a consequence of the two tops in the final
state coming from the decay of top squarks, which tend to
be produced with little momentum, rather than from the
production of ttH, which tends to be more forward due to
the t-channel kinematics.
These observations motivate the following cuts to
discriminate top squarks from ttH events, which we impose
in addition to the existing cuts of the CMS ttH SS2l search:
(i) MET > 125 GeV
(ii) jηbj < 1 for one (medium) or two (loose) b-jets
At 13 TeV with these additional cuts, the expected
yield from our top squark benchmark grows from 3.69
in Eq. (6) to
μð13 TeVÞ ¼ 6.94 ð7Þ
in units of the SM ttH strength. On the contrary, if the
excess were due to an enhanced top Yukawa coupling,
signal strength would not change in going from 8 to 13 TeV,
modulo experimental uncertainties.
In our simulations, the number of SM ttH events passing
our additional cuts at 13 TeV is about 76% of SM ttH
passing the original CMS cuts at 8 TeV in Ref. [7]. Given
this consideration, and making the conservative assumption
that the SM ttV background grows at the same rate as ttH in
going from 8 to 13 TeV, we estimate the top squark signal
strength in Eq. (7) would be discoverable above SM ttH
with 40 fb−1 of Run 2 data. In this estimate we consider
only the statistical uncertainty and have not included
systematic errors [7,30], but expect that their relative
influence may be reduced by tightening the illustrative
cuts considered here. This result motivates a more complete
investigation by experimental collaborations.
In addition to the SS2l channel, we note that the bino
may decay to either sign of charged wino, and so it is
possible to get the top squark decay products
tt¯þWW þMET. In principle, this can lead to final
states with three or more same-sign leptons, where the SM
background would be extremely low. With the 40 fb−1 of
Run 2 data that would be needed to conclusively discover
our top squark spectrum in SS2lþ b-jetsþMET, we
expect approximately 5lll events. As for the SS2l
channel of the CMS ttH search, the largest background to
this same-sign trilepton signal would likely be nonprompt
leptons, and a simple estimate using typical fake rates gives
Oð0.1Þ events for the same luminosity. Should the SS2l
excess persist without a corresponding signal in same-sign
trileptons, other topologies that we have discussed, such as
sbottoms, could prove useful in providing an explanation.
Other conventional search channels are less likely to be
competitive with the SS2l signature we have considered.
For example, one lepton search would have much higher
backgrounds. Also, (non-same-sign) trilepton searches
suffer sufficiently from the low BR that at 8 TeV the
sensitivity [17] is less than that for SS2l searches, and we
expect this trend to continue at 13 TeV.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Kinematic distributions of ηb and EmissT of ttH and top squark events at the 13 TeV LHC. The distributions in each
plot have the same normalization.
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V. OUTLOOK
On the verge of LHC Run 2, clear signs of physics
beyond the SM have thus far remained elusive. If new
phenomena have been present in Run 1 data, their sig-
natures have been at or beyond the reach of existing
searches, and potential hints of novel physics should be
scrutinized more carefully. Here we have identified such a
possibility in events with SS2l, b-jets and MET. We have
outlined potential explanations for this excess, and focused
on a supersymmetric scenario where top squark decays
could provide a source for SS2l events.
For our top squark scenario, we have considered con-
straints from both supersymmetric and Higgs searches,
presenting a spectrum which remains viable with current
data. Early 13 TeV data would show clear signatures of this
spectrum. We have described kinematic cuts that could help
enhance the top squark pair production over the ttH events.
We have also highlighted a completely new search channel
with very low background that would provide a separate
probe of our model. We look forward to elucidating these
prospects at Run 2.
From the model building perspective, it would be
interesting to construct UV completions giving rise to
the particular top squark spectrum that we considered in the
benchmark. In this regard we note that the right-handed top
squark is typically the lightest squark at the weak scale
when starting the renormalization group evolution from a
universal value at the high scale. On the other hand, the
LSP in our benchmark is a pure wino with a mass that is too
light to achieve the correct dark matter relic density;
additional contributions to the relic density, e.g. from
axions, or nonthermal dark matter production will be
necessary. We expect to return to these aspects of a possible
UV completion in a future work.
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